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OUR MAGAZINE IS SET ON
DEMONSTRATING THE ALLURE OF KYOTO

HOW TO USE THIS GUIDE

CHECK
IT OUT!

Kyoto is fi lled with famous places to visit, so understanding where
they are is important to saving time when traveling. This guide
was created so that the location of each spot is easy to understand.
Using this guide will make anyone a master of Kyoto's geography!
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Shinya Nakanishi 中西真也

With a history of over 1,200 years, Kyoto is blessed with a culture that
other cities cannot imitate. “Why Kyoto?” is a free magazine dedicated
to answering the eponymous question for foreign tourists. As publisher
of the monthly magazine “Leaf” in Kyoto over the past 20 years, we have
amassed a vast network of sources and information, which we now
utilize to share the allure of Kyoto with people far and wide. With its
full offering of information highlighting the allure of this great city, we
hope “Why Kyoto?” helps you enjoy your stay in Kyoto!
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京都市産業観光局観光 MICE 推進室

TEL 075-255-7263

公益財団法人京都文化交流コンベンションビューロー

ADDRESS 京都市右京区嵯峨天龍寺場之町 592

公益社団法人京都市観光協会

嵯峨天龍寺場之町
592592
メディナ烏丸御池 4F ／ Medina
Karasuma Oike 4F,
edina Karasuma
Oike 4F,
Sagatenryuji Bano-cho, Ukyo-ku,
Kyoto
OPEN 10am-10pm
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CLOSED Open every day
PRICE Wine by the Glass from ¥400, Food from ¥550
SMOKING N

h t t p : // w h y . k y o t o /

京都商工会議所

592

CHECK OUT THE AREA!

Reference the area name in the MAP icon
with the map on this page.

主な設置先（順不同）

Please email us feedback about this magazine.

info@whykyoto.net

京都総合観光案内所（京なび）／
京都市内主要ホテル／旅館／ゲストハウス／
神社仏閣／商業施設／飲食店／書店／
観光案内所／旅行代理店／関西空港 など
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LEAF PUBLICATIONS CO., LTD 株式会社リーフ・パブリケーションズ
Medina Karasuma Oike Bldg. 4F, 592 Bano-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto, Japan
TEL. 075-255-7263 https://www.leafkyoto.net
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1-day Pass is available in 4 languages (Japanese, English, Chinese, Korean) and can be purchased
from a ticket vending machine at each subway station. *The pass is valid only for the day of purchase.
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Simply show the pass with the date to the driver.
Same as ﬁrst ride.

If you plan to use a Kyoto City Bus and Kyoto Bus more than three times a day, we recommend the 1-day Pass. An
extra fare is charged if your stop is outside the short distance routes, such as Takao, Katsura, or Ohara. Bring
this pass with you to get a special discount off entrance fees to Gion Corner, Toei Kyoto Studio Park, and more.
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NEXT RIDE

KYOTO CITY BUS & KYOTO BUS 1-DAY PASS
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Please insert the ticket into the machine next to the driver.
Please insert the ticket in the ticket gate located in the station.

Matsugasaki

一乗寺

Kitano-Line

Narutaki

嵐電嵐山本線

The 1 & 2-day Pass gives passengers unlimited access to Kyoto City Bus, Kyoto City Subway, and Kyoto Bus
and Keihan bus services for the valid period. The pass is nonrefundable if you lose it.
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You can buy these tickets at any city bus and subway information oﬃce or ticket oﬃce.

*Children:Half-price
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JR嵯峨野線・山陰線

Arashiyama-Line

1-day Pass : ¥ 900 / 2-day Pass : ¥ 1,700

Shūgakuin

Kokusaikaikan

Sagano Line/San-in Line

PASSES & DISCOUNTS
KYOTO CITY SUBWAY, KYOTO CITY BUS, KYOTO BUS, KEIHAN BUS 1 & 2-DAY PASS
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Accept the terms and conditions displayed on the login
screen and connect to the internet.

*As“KYOTO Wi-Fi”Wireless LAN is not encrypted, there is a risk that
communications may be intercepted. Please make sure that you are
not sharing personal or credit card information while connected.
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Open your internet browser on your PC or smartphone.

*When connecting to the internet at a bus stop or in the subway, you
will be asked to verify your log in details every 30min. Please note
that you cannot use the Wi-Fi at bus stops between 1am and 5am.

In the Wi-Fi settings, please select KYOTO Wi-Fi.

仁和
御室

Kyoto city is pushing forward with further development and maintenance of the “Kyoto Wi-Fi” public
wireless network, in order to create an environment in which tourists and resident alike can conveniently
connect to the internet. Please read the following points and start surfi ng!
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“TRAVEL JAPAN Wi-Fi” is a convenient smartphone
application that can be used all across Japan.
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Free Wi-Fi with One App!

ACCESSS f rom K A NSA I A IR PORT
Approx

75min by JR Kansai Airport Express HARUKA
JR特急はるか 約75分

Kansai airport
関西空港駅

Kyoto

Osaka

京都駅

大阪駅

Approx 70min by
JR Kansai Airport Rapid Service
JR関空快速 約70分

Approx 30min by
JR Special Rapid Service

JR

Kintetsu Railway

JR

近鉄電車

Hankyu Railway

Eizan Railway

阪急電鉄

叡山電車

Keihan Railway

Randen Railway

京阪電車

嵐電

Kyoto City Subway

Eizan Cable-Car
Eizan Rope-Way

市営地下鉄

叡山ケーブル・ロープウェイ

JR新快速 約30分
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HOW TO RIDE THE BUS IN KYOTO
KYOTO CITY BUS
& SUBWAY
INFORMATION GUIDE

Eizan Railway

Bus Number
5

9

12

26

Kamigamo
Misonobashi

46

50

59

100

101

102

203

204

Kamigamo-jinja Shrine

上賀茂御薗橋

Kamigamo jinja-mae
上賀茂神社前

208

Direction banner
(displays the route number and destination)

Railway/Subway

Kitano
Hakubaicho

Ryoan-ji Temple

北野白梅町

Saga Arashiyama

ATTENTION

Toei Uzumasa
Eigamura

Nijo

Uzumasa
Tenjingawa

Nishioji
Nijo
Oike

Shijo
Omiya

Gion

ay
Saiin

Sai

Shijo Omiya

Gojo St.

Nishioji
Nanajo

Omiya

Higashi
hongan-ji
Temple

Gojozaka
Kiyomizugojo

烏丸七条

Shichijo

Higashiyama Nanajo
東山七条

207
Umekōji-

208 Kyōtonishi

Umekoji
Park

Sanju-sangendo
Temple

Shiokoji St.

Hakubutsukan
Sanjusangendo-mae
博物館三十三間堂前

JR Tokaido Line

京都

Platform D2

JR Shinkansen

To-ji Temple
Nishioji Kujo
西大路九条

Platform D2

Kujo St. Oishibashi

九条大宮

大石橋

Jujo

東福寺

Kujo

Jujo

Tofuku-ji Temple

Fushimiinari

Fushimi Inari-taisha Shrine
Inari

Kuinabashi

Horikawa St.

Omiya St.

Takeda

JR Nara Line
Keihan Railway

in the direction of
Sanju-sangendo Temple,
Tofuku-ji Temple

Tofukuji

achi St .

Jujo St.

Kujo Omiya

Subway Karasuma Line

Platform A3
in the direction of Shijo
Omiya, Daitoku-ji Temple

Tofukuji

Kawaram

in the direction of
Kiyomizu-dera Temple,
Gion

Platform B3

Kiyomizu-dera
Temple

五条坂

Kyōto

in the direction of Kyoto
Aquarium, Umekoji Park

Nanzen-ji
Temple

Karasuma 205
Nanajo

Shichijo St.

西大路七条

Yasaka-jinja
Shrine

Kawaramachi
Gojo

Platform B3

206

Keage

四条河原町

Karasuma

Nishi
hongan-ji
Temple

祇園

Gionshijo

Shijo
Kawaramachi

四条烏丸

Platform A 2

in the direction of Umekoji
Park, Kinkaku-ji Temple

Shijo
Karasuma

Kintetsu Railway

8
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Nishioji St.

For detailed instructions on how to use train and bus, refer
to "Subway and Bus Navi". This map is distributed from
the ofﬁ ces of Kyoto Municipal Transportation Bureau.

Higashiyama

Shijo

四条堀川

203

in the direction of Shijo
Kawaramachi,
Shimogamo-jinja Shrine

208

"Subway and Bus Navi"

四条大宮

岡崎公園美術館・平安神宮前

東山三条

Sanjo Keihan

Shijo
Horikawa

Okazakikoen Bijutsukan/
Heianjingu-mae

Higashiyama
Sanjo

西大路四条

For the users of loop-route
buses from Kyoto Station

・Kyoto City Subway, Kyoto City Bus, Kyoto Bus,
Keihan Bus 1 & 2-Day Pass
・Kyoto City Bus & Kyoto Bus One-Day Pass

Kyoto city subway and bus travel map

Heian-jingu Shrine

Karasuma
Oike
Kyoto
Shiyakushomae

Ha

Acceptable forms of payment
・Cash
・IC cards
・Various discount tickets

Jingumarutamachi

e

Exchanged coins slot

東天王町

n
Li

Change machine for bill slot
(¥1,000 bill only)

206

100

HigashiTennocho

ai

Card ticket slot

Oike St.

Nijo-jo mae

Nishioji
Shijo

錦林車庫前

堀川御池

Sanjo St.

205

河原町丸太町

Kinrinshakomae

z
To

Change machine for coin slot
(¥500, ¥100 and ¥50 coins)

烏丸丸太町

銀閣寺道，
銀閣寺前

百万遍

ay

IC card reading unit

Kawaramachi
Marutamachi

Horikawa
Oike

Nijo-jo
Castle

JR Sagano Line

Fare (coins) slot

Karasuma
Marutamachi

Ginkakuji-michi,
Ginkakuji-mae

Hyakumanben

bw

Fare box monitor

204

河原町今出川

Kyoto
Imperial
Palace

Marutamachi

Katabiranotsuji

Arashiyama

堀川今出川

Kawaramachi
Imadegawa

Su

PAY

千本今出川

西ノ京円町

Shijo St.

Fare is paid as you get off the bus.
Fares for the single fare area is ¥230
(¥120 for children). For a fare that
is outside the single fare area, take
a look at the number displayed on
your ticket and pay the fare that
corresponds with that number on the
board in the front of the bus. Buses do
not have change so if you are paying
by cash, bring along suﬃcient number
of coins (¥1,000 bills can be exchanged
with the fare box machine).

北野天満宮前

Horikawa
Imadegawa

Nishinokyo
Enmachi

Randen Railway
Arashiyama Line

how to

Senbon
101
Imadegawa

Sanjo

Put large luggage to the side of the aisle.
Do not stand near the entrance and exit, stand inside the yellow guidelines.
Ask the driver questions only when the bus is stopped.

Kitanotenmangu-mae

Ginkaku-ji
Temple

102
Higashioji St.

Satsueisho-mae

Marutamachi St.

Imadegawa

Kawabata St.

Kitano
Hakubaicho

59

Tenryu-ji
Temple

Demachiyanagi
Demachiyanagi

Imadegawa St.

26

Kuramaguchi

Kamo River

You must press the buzzer when you want to get off. The
best timing for this is right after the announcement for the
next stop or when the next destination is displayed on the
screen at the front of the bus, after the bus leaves the last
stop. The bus will not stop unless the buzzer is pressed.

Kuramaguchi St.

Kitanotenmangu
Shrine

50

Shirakawa St.

大徳寺前

Daikaku-ji Temple

高野

Kitaoji St.

Kinkaku-ji Temple

竜安寺前

5

Takano

洛北高校前

Shimogamojinja
Shrine

Karasuma St.

up,
lit
r is will
e
z
us
uz
p.
he b
he b
sto
If t eans t next
m
e
h
t
t
i
p at
sto

Rakuhokukoko-mae

北大路
バスターミナル

12

Randen Railway
Kitano Line

GET OFF

Kitaoji

Daitokuji-mae

Ninna-ji Temple

how to

Matsugasaki

Kitayama

Kitaoji
Bus Terminal

Daitoku-ji
Temple

金閣寺道，
金閣寺前

Rear door

Shugaku-in Rikyu
Imperial Villa

Kitayama St.
9

Kinkakuji-michi,
Kinkakuji-mae

Front door

Takaragaike

修学院離宮道

Bus route display

Ryoanji-mae

Shugakuin
Rikyu-michi

er

207

Ri v

206

no

RIDE

As a rule with Kyoto City buses, one goes in from
the rear door and goes out from the front door. Most
fares for Kyoto City buses are ¥230 (¥120 for children)
but if you are riding buses that runs outside the
single fare areas, be sure to take the ticket from
the machine at the rear door. You can easily tell the
buses that run outside the single fare areas because
the route number is displayed in black letters on a
white background. The Express Route No.100 bus
and Higashiyama Shuttle temporary bus should be
boarded from the front and alighted from the back.

205

Senbon St.

how to

Kokusaikaikan
Kyoto International
Conference Hall

46

Ta k
a

Kyoto City bus is very convenient as it not only runs on the main roads,
but also goes close to famous temples and shrines.
Master how to ride them to enjoy sightseeing in Kyoto in comfort!

KYOTO AREA BUS ROUTE MAP

9

ATMs AT 7-Eleven STORES

HANDS-FREE TRAVEL GUIDE
Visitors can use Kyoto’s high-quality delivery / storage services to enjoy “Hands - Free Travel” around Kyoto.

You can use overseas ATM cards and credit cards

For comfortable sightseeing, it is best to reduce
the luggage you carry as much as possible. Leave
luggage at any of the following six locations in
Kyoto Station, and this convenient service will
have them sent to accommondation within the
city. Use this service to enjoy Kyoto the smart way!

to withdraw Japanese yen from ATMs located
inside 7-Eleven stores. ATM instructions are
available in 12 languages, including English,
Korean, Chinese (Simplified Chinese), and

D

京都タワー
Kyoto Tower

塩小路通 Shiokoji St.
京都中央郵便局
Kyoto Central Post Oﬃce

F
2
B2F

A

There are some areas where delivery is not available.

Portuguese. The following cards are accepted.

3F

B1F

C

E
メルパルク京都

1F

Mielparque Kyoto

LOCATION & HOURS
A

Crosta Kyoto

B

Shinkansen Hachijoguchi
Delivery Service

C

Kotochika Kyoto City Bus &
Subway Information Center

D

Kansai Tourist Information
Center Kyoto

Accepted: 8am-2pm, Delivered by: 5pm

Note
The language selection screen appears upon inserting a
card issued overseas.

Accepted: 9am-2pm, Delivered by: 5pm

Accepted: 7:30am-12pm, Delivered by: same day

Cash cards, credit cards, and other cards issued overseas with the following marks can be used to withdraw

B

Accepted: 9am-2pm, Delivered by: 6pm

Japanese yen at Seven Bank ATMs.
E

Card Name

Mark

24 hours

FOREIGN FRIENDLY TAXI

Accepted: 9am-2pm, Delivered by: 6pm

Service Hours
F

VISA

Kyo-KOKO Welcome Center
(Mielparque 1F)

FOREIGN FRIENDLY TAXI, a taxi service for foreign visitors to Japan, can
accommodate more than two larger pieces of luggage, such as suitcases.

Kyoto central post ofﬁce
Accepted: 9am-12pm, Delivered by: 6pm

*The icon on MAP (page 26) in the Kyoto Station area is the stop.
PRICE from ¥900 to ¥1,500

0:10am-11:50pm

Mastercard

8%

TAX-FREE SHOPPING

OFF

0:10am-11:50pm

UnionPay*

CONSUMABLE ITEMS
0:05am-11:50pm

JCB

0:10am-11:50pm

Discover

0:10am-11:50pm

Diners Club

0:05am-11:55pm

Tax exemptions are available on: food and drinks, tobacco, medicines and cosmetics. Items must be purchased from the same
store on the same day, and the total spending amount has to at
least ¥5,000 but be no greater than ¥500,000. (Tax not included)

FOODS,
CONFECTIONERIES

COSMETICS

FILM

American Express

COMMODITIES

BATTERIES,
FILM

TOBACCO

*non-consumable items

Tax exemptions are available on: electric appliances,
clothing, accessories, shoes, etc. Items must be purchased from
the same store on the same day for a total amount of ¥5,000 or
more. (Tax not included)

WATCHES,
JEWELRY

CLOTHING

ELECTRIC
APPLIANCES

BEER
SAKE

MEDICINES

BEVERAGES,
ALCHOHOL

HANDICRAFTS

SHOES, BAGS

*For questions or inquiries, call the UnionPay Help Desk (0034-800-800287). (Chinese)
* If commodities are wrapped so that they can not be used in Japan, spending for commodities may be combined with spending for consumables.
In this case, applicable requirements are the same as those for consumables.

Notes
1. Some cards with these marks may not be accepted.

* You cannot add articles from different categories (consumables and non-consumables) to reach the minimum spending amount.

2. Fees for cards issued overseas vary by the card brand.

* Purchased items must be taken out of Japan.

The one who makes the purchase must show his/her original passport book in person.

When you see this icon

10

on a map, it indicates a 7-Eleven or other location that has an ATM.

For more detailed information on Tax-free shopping and participating
stores, please consult Kyoto Ofﬁcial Travel Guide “Tax-free info”

Kyoto Original Sticker

www.kyoto.travel
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V EG ETA B L ES

Vegetables

Sample the four seasons
with Japanese vegetables

๋ޛ

J

apan is rare in the world in that you can ﬁnd distinctive changes
in the 4 beautiful seasons—spring, summer, fall, and winter.
Sunlight, rain, wind, and fertile soil all combine in the abundant
nature of Japan to produce delicious fresh vegetables that change
with the seasons. And Kyoto has many restaurants in which you
can enjoy your ﬁll of delicious seasonal vegetables. Learn which
seasons are best for what vegetables and enjoy them at their peak!

ݤ


Iso Co. Chief Farmer

Shinya Isozumi

Michimasa Miyauchi

五十棲 新也

宮内 通誠

Protecting his great-grandfather’s
plantation in Muko-machi, Kyoto.
Established Iso Co., serving
delicious cuisine created with
vegetables from contracted farms
and his own Isozumi Plantation.

Since establishment, has
been in charge of vegetable
growing at Isozumi Plantation,
as well as handling vegetable
selection for each restaurant
of the company.

Edamame

W

hat are the ideal conditions for creating
delicious vegetable cuisine?
First, you must consider the season of the
ingredients. Vegetables in their peak—in both taste and
nutrition—are naturally sought by the body. Next, you

Okra

Spring Summer

Rice

Iso Co. Representative Director

Bamboo Shoot

Snow Pea

Eggplant

Seasonal
vegetables full
of ﬂavor are the
best ingredients
to form the core of
delicious cuisine!

Yasai

Tomato

Cabbage

What are the
key points to
delicious Japanese
vegetables?
Let us, experts
in vegetables,
explain!

Autumn Winter

must use vegetables that make the best use of the region
in which they are cultivated. Finally, you must choose the
appropriate method of preparation. Finding the best way
to draw out the greatest flavor from seasonal vegetables is
very important.

Cucumber

A

casual grilled-vegetable restaurant
where you can enjoy the open ambience
along with the display of Kyo-yasai (Kyoto
traditional vegetables). Fried Chicken Mushrooms,
steam baked in butter, and seasoned with
Japanese pepper and soy sauce. Each vegetable is
grilled in the ideal method for them, with special
attention paid to the seasoning and condiments to
draw out the best of their inherent flavors.

Spring Onion

焼野菜

五十家

YAKIYASAI ISOYA

Spinach

DOWNTOWN KYOTO
MAP P

25 E-2

2

ENGLISH MENU
Turnip
TEL 075-212-5039
ADDRESS 京都市中京区木屋町通御池下ル下丸屋町 421-5
ラディーチェ・マツヤビル 1F ／ Radice Matsuya Bldg. 1F, 421-5
Shimomaruya-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 5:30pm-12am
CLOSED Irregular holidays

Mizuna
Daikon Radish

AVERAGE ¥3,300
SMOKING No
WEB http://isoya.isozumi.jp/
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V E G E TA B L E S

V EG ETA B L ES

A

popular all-you-can-eat vegetable restaurant
using Miyako-yasai, farmed organically, with no
pesticides or chemicals, in Kyoto Prefecture. The
surprising thing is that from 8am, at the so-called Hatake
bar (field bar), you can enjoy as much of the variety of
fresh vegetables as you can eat for just ¥500 per person
(limited to 100 customers)! This is a restaurant where
you can really get your fi ll of vegetables grown in Kyoto.
都野菜

賀茂 烏丸店

MIYAKOYASAI KAMO
KARASUMA LOCATION

DOWNTOWN KYOTO
MAP P

24 C-4

Breakfast

T

he most important thing for a fruitful day is
starting it with a bracing breakfast. Have a
ﬁlling breakfast before a day full of sightseeing.
Read on for restaurants worth waking up early for.

3

ENGLISH SPOKEN
TEL 075-351-2732
ADDRESS 京都市下京区綾小路通東洞院東南角扇酒屋町 276
276 Ogisakaya-cho, Shimogyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN Breakfast 8am-9:30am (Last order),
Lunch 11am-3pm (Last order),
Dinner 5:30pm-9pm (Last order)

With items such as open sandwiches packed with
seasonal vegetables, and original desserts and
drinks, this restaurant features a menu full of
originality that is the perfect example of Kyotostyle. For breakfast, we recommend the bacon
graham sandwich (¥910), a sandwich grilled in
Graham flour with a side-salad and drink.

CLOSED Open every day
PRICE Breakfast: from ￥500
SMOKING No
WEB https://nasukamo.net/

タイム堂

DOWNTOWN KYOTO

TIME DOU
ENGLISH MENU

MAP P

22 B-3

4

Wi-Fi

TEL 075-256-8889
ADDRESS 京都市上京区烏丸通丸太町上ル春日町 426-2
426-2 Kasuga-cho, Kamigyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 8am-6pm (Breakfast until 10:30am)
CLOSED Tue.
AVERAGE ¥1,000
SMOKING No
WEB https://www.timedou.com/

The theme is “Everyday home food like a
Japanese mother would make.” Enjoy a different
take on an obanzai cuisine every day, each with
careful attention paid to nutritional balance and
visual appeal. Today’s bento (¥680) is a popular
choice, along with the breakfast set (¥600), which
is obanzai and miso soup with rice and coffee.
Charge yourself up for a day of sightseeing with
an obanzai meal that is full of vegetables.

キッチンくじら
KITCHEN KUJIRA

HIGASHIYAMA
MAP P

22 C-3

5

TEL 075-746-5313
ADDRESS 京都市左京区聖護院山王町 43-20
43-20 Shogoin Sanno-cho, Sakyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 8am-7pm (Deli), 8am-11am (Breakfast), 8am-2pm (Eat-in)
Note: While stock lasts, Fri. 5pm-9pm
CLOSED Sun.
PRICE Breakfast from ¥600
SMOKING No
WEB Search for kitchenkujira on Facebook
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V E G E TA B L E S

V EG ETA B L ES

Lunch

E

njoy a hearty lunch after working up an
appetite from a morning of walking around
Kyoto. Below you will ﬁnd Washoku cuisine from a
traditional Japanese restaurant, a vegan restaurant,
and an obanzai (traditional home-style side-dishes
of Kyoto) restaurant with a breathtaking view. Be
sure to stop-by between tourist spots.

A wide-open space, refreshing atmosphere and
wonderful view. Their meals, based around
organic vegetables and using no animal products,
are sure to cleanse your body and soul. For lunch,
try the 7 variety obanzai plate (¥1,620), which
comes with wholegrain rice, salad, and soup. There
is even a take-out menu—perfect for strolls along
the Kamogawa River.

A

traditional Japanese restaurant
located along the Shirakawa River.
The fi rst floor is the dining room
and kitchen, while the second floor is more
relaxed and styled on a living room. Be it
breakfast, lunch or dinner, you can sample
delicious Japanese cuisine made with
vegetables grown in Tango, and homemade
polished rice and original seasonings. For
lunch, they have the seasonal special lunch
(from ¥3,000). The side dishes are served on
large plates so you can enjoy sharing them
with your companions.

丹

HIGASHIYAMA

TAN

MAP P

27

ENGLISH MENU

Wi-Fi

TEL 075-748-1124
ADDRESS 京都市下京区七条通加茂川西入ル稲荷町 448 鴨川ビル 1F
Kamogawa Bldg. 1F, 448 Inari-cho, Shimogyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 8am-9pm (Last order: 8pm)
CLOSED Mon.
PRICE from ¥1,000
SMOKING No
WEB http://vegout.jp/

KYOTO STATION AREA
MAP P

23 B-6

7

6

Wi-Fi
TEL 075-533-7744
ADDRESS 京都市東山区五軒町 106-13 三条通白川橋下ル
東側／ 106-13 Goken-cho, Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto
OPEN Mornings 8am and 9am (2 sessions)
12pm-2:30pm (Last Order: 2pm)
Note: Evenings are reserved for functions only
CLOSED Mon. (Next business day if Mon. is a public

holiday)

Veg Out vegan café

A gluten-free, vegan specialist restaurant, with a
diverse menu and take-out too. In-store you can enjoy
the gluten-free vegan lunch plate (¥1,200) featuring inseason ingredients, or the spicy curry (¥1,000, +¥200
for rice flour bread) that is bursting with vegetables.
It also functions as a café with desserts made from
rice flour, sake kasu lees and more.

PRICE from ¥2,500
SMOKING No
WEB http://tan.kyoto.jp/

玄 仏光寺通店

DOWNTOWN KYOTO

GEN BUKKOJI DORI LOCATION

MAP P

25 D-4

8

ENGLISH MENU
TEL 080-2400-9659
ADDRESS 京都市下京区仏光寺通柳馬場西入ル東前町 405
405 Higashimae-cho, Shimogyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 11am-2pm
CLOSED Tue.
PRICE from ¥1,000
SMOKING No
WEB https://takeout-gen.com/
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V E G E TA B L E S
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A

wine and vegetable restaurant using fresh
seasonal produce direct from a farmer
in Shizuhara, Kyoto, and prepared with
a combination of Washoku Japanese and French
techniques. Their Chef’s choice course, 1 soup, 3 sides
and a salad (¥1,620), comes with salad in a tiered
box, featuring a careful arrangement of 8 varieties
of seasonal vegetables. The perfect assembly of
vegetables and wine.

バイタルサイン
BAITARUSAIN
ENGLISH MENU

Dinner

F

rom a restaurant based around
vegetables fresh from their
contracted farms, to a restaurant with a
vegetable sommelier, see below for our
recommendations for delicious wines and
sake to perfectly suit vegetable dishes. You
are sure to ﬁnd a dish that will make your
stay in Kyoto even more memorable.

DOWNTOWN KYOTO
MAP P

25 E-4

The owner is a vegetable sommelier that carefully
chooses seasonal vegetables of Kyoto on their own
farm and uses them to produce creative and healthy
cuisine. You can really taste
the flavor of the vegetables
and feel the power of the soil
in every bite. The interior
is themed on a traditional
machiya townhouse with
a selection of moderately
spacious rooms.

9

Wi-Fi

TEL 075-286-3558
ADDRESS 京都市下京区西木屋町通四条下ル船頭町 235
235 Sendo-cho, Shimogyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 6pm-12am
CLOSED Tue. and irregular holidays
AVERAGE ¥4,000-¥5,000
SMOKING Yes
WEB http://baitarusain.tumblr.com/

十祇家

DOWNTOWN KYOTO

TOGIYA
ENGLISH MENU

MAP P

25 E-1

11

Wi-Fi

TEL 075-241-2788
ADDRESS 京都市中京区木屋町通御池上ル上樵木町 496 アイル竹嶋ビ
ル 1F
Airu Takeshima Bldg. 1F, 496 Kamikoriki-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 12pm-2:30pm (Fri.-Sun. and public holidays, reservation only)
5pm-11:30pm (Last order: 11pm)
CLOSED Irregular holidays
AVERAGE ¥3,500
SMOKING Yes
WEB http://togiya-dining.com/

A restaurant as cute as its namesake—the robin.
Enjoy the variety of cuisine this Mediterranean
restaurant offers, featuring vegetables from trusted
farmers and fresh fi sh direct from Maizuru. The
dinner set (¥1,500) can be adjusted to suit vegan
guests. And be sure to check out the specially made
sangria and other items on the drink menu.

PETTiROSSO

DOWNTOWN KYOTO

ENGLISH MENU

MAP P

ENGLISH SPOKEN

25 D-4

10

TEL 075-585-5455
ADDRESS 京都市下京区塗師屋町 92-2
92-2 Nushiya-cho, Shimogyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 5pm-11pm (Last order: 9:30pm)
CLOSED Irregular holidays
AVERAGE ¥1,500
SMOKING No
WEB Search for Pettirosso Kyoto on Facebook
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UTANOKOJI
TERAMACHI

京都店

AFFLUX

®

KYOTO LOCATION

With the concept, “All of what a ring can do for
you,” AFFLUX sell rings that bring happiness
through their three principals: Yubiwa Kotoba ®
(Word of Ring), Mugendai (inﬁnity) semi-ordermade, and AFFLUX’s Lifetime Warranty® .

詩の小路 寺町店

With everything from fashion to fun, this shopping
facility is packed with individuality and not limited
by any preconceptions. And being located in
Kyoto’s shopping district makes it easy to access.
TEL 075-211-5100

AFFLUX®

Café with
Japanese De
sser ts

5F
TEL 0120-393-813 WEB https://aﬄ ux.jp/

B ridal J

DOWNTOWN KYOTO

ADDRESS 京都市中京区寺町通錦小路下ル東大文字町292

MAP P

292 Higashidaimonji-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto

25 D-3

珠

12

ewelr y

GUICHES

OPEN 11am-8pm (Varies according to the store)
CLOSED Irregular holidays

A café stand established by the Kimono
Guiches. The Uji matcha green-tea ice cream
has a moderate sweetness and rich ﬂavor. And
for the raw milk ice cream parfait featuring
granola, you can choose from 6 varieties of
anko (paste from adzuki beans) for the topping.

WEB http://www.utanokoji.com

24 H o

ur Mu
ltipur
p ose
Renta
l S pac
e

1F
TEL 075-211-5565 WEB http://guiches.co.jp/sweets/

Tourist A

tt rac tion

SAMURAI & NINJA MUSEUM
with EXPERIENCE

U.S. BOARDER KIXX

You get a tour of the museum that is full of ancient artifacts,
authentic samurai swords and tons of replica armors from
feudal Japan. You also get a tour of the ninja exhibitions.
What sets this museum apart is the interactive experiences
included in the entry ticket, such as trying on samurai
armor, a ninja activity and watching a samurai show.
2F

The original domestic brand who, from their
start in Kyoto in 1995, has been continuously
offering products reﬂecting their unique sense
of style. They also have a wide range of sizes—S
to XXL—so you are sure to ﬁnd your ﬁt.
1F

Wi-Fi

TEL 075-213-4630 WEB http://www.usboarder.net/

TEL 075-585-5410 WEB https://mai-ko.com/samurai/

FLY RENTAL STUDIO
A multipurpose space available for rental 24
hours a day, featuring 6 rooms of various sizes,
and located right in the center of Kyoto city.
They can also be used for cultural classes such
as dance, martial arts and music. From ¥600
per person per hour (excluding tax).
3F

Wi-Fi

TEL 075-212-0888 WEB http://rental.double-ﬂy.com

Sale of Kim
ono and
Small Traditi
onal Japane
se Items,
and Select
Japanese Cl
ot hing

NINJA EXPERIENCE
for KIDS
Become a ninja in Kyoto. An amazing ninja
experience for kids and the whole family. Wear
a ninja outﬁt, try out the ninja star throwing
activity and using a blowgun. A treasure hunt
and free tour of the SAMURAI & NINJA MUSEUM
are included.
4F

KIMONO

GUICHES

A freethinking and unique clothing boutique
that can recommend the perfect haori
(traditional coat) to match with western
clothing. They also have yukata (thin summer
kimono) for men and jinbei (loose shirt and
shorts) for children. An original design makeup
clutch is sure to make a great souvenir!
1F
TEL 075-211-5565 WEB http://guiches.co.jp/store/
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Wi-Fi

TEL 075-585-5410 WEB https://mai-ko.com/samurai/

B ridal Jew

elry

Tourist A

雅

tt rac tion

Clothing
Shop
(O rigina
l Clothin
g)

‒ miyabi ‒ 京都本店

MIYABI KYOTO LOCATION
Hand-in-hand with Japan’s leading artisan and
under the themes of the elegance of Kyoto and
supreme radiance, this jewelry shop sells the
world’s most sparkling wedding jewelry. Revel in
searching for your perfect wedding or engagement
ring in the traditional Japanese décor.
1F

5F

TEL 075-241-3813 WEB https://miyabi.mu/

e
Family R

staurants

YAK AND YETI
Enjoy the taste of Nepal in this cozy,
relaxing restaurant. They have gluten
free, vegan and vegetarian menus
available to suit everyone’s needs.
1F

Wi-Fi

TEL 075-213-7919
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5

4

3

2

四条通

京都鉄道博物館

Kyoto Railway Museum

北大路通

今出川通

Oike

二条城

御池通

五条通

4

Takoyakushi

Rokkaku

Sanjo

Aneyakoij

二条城前駅

NIJO-JO MAE Stn.

Matsubara

東寺駅

Nishikikoji

四条通

Shijo

高辻通

Takatsuji

五条通

万寿寺通

松原通

仏光寺通

Gojo

京都市役所前駅

錦小路通

Bukkoji

Manjuji

Kujo

京都駅

KYOTO Stn.

京都タワー

Kyoto Tower

B

九条通

渉成園

神宮丸太町駅

KYOTO
SHIYAKUSHO-MAE Stn.

Ayanokoji 綾 小 路 通

烏丸駅

KARASUMA Stn.

二条通

押小路通

竹屋町通

7

三条駅

SANJO Stn.

河原町駅

KAWARAMACHI
Stn.

祇園四条駅

GION SHIJO
Stn.

京阪三条駅

KEIHAN
SANJO Stn.

建仁寺

三十三間堂

東福寺駅

C

Heian Shrine

丸太町

通

金戒光明寺

道新幹

sen Lin
線

hinkan

e

今熊野観音寺

Imakumano kannonji Temple

JR東海

JR Tok

aido S

Chishakuin Temple

湖線（東
JR琵琶

清水寺

Kiyomizu-dera
Temple

高台寺

Kodaiji Temple

知恩院

)
aido Line
o Line(Tok
）
JR Biwak
海道本線

八坂神社

京都市動物園

Chionin Temple

Yasaka Shrine

東山駅

HIGASHIYAMA Stn.

みやこめっせ

Miyakomesse

Kyoto Municipal Museum of Art
京都市美術館 Kyoto City Zoo

岡崎公園

Okazaki Park

平安神宮

蹴上駅

KEAGE Stn.

金地院

D

永観堂

Eikando Temple

霊鑑寺

Reikanji
Temple

安楽寺

Anrakuji
Temple

法然院

Honenin
Temple

銀閣寺

Ginkakuji
Temple

Smoking area

Temple

Shrine

南禅寺

Nanzenji Temple
Konchiin Temple

岡崎神社

Marutamachi

ロームシアター京都

智積院

真如堂

Shinnyo-do Temple
Konkai Komyoji Temple

吉田神社

熊野神社

細見美術館

妙法院

Sanjusangendo
Temple

七条通

TOFUKUJI Stn.

Shichijo

七条駅

川通

Okazaki Shrine

Kyoto National Museum
SHICHIJO Stn.京都国立博物館
Myohoin Temple

豊国神社

今出

御蔭通

30 P34

Yoshida Shrine

茶山駅

CHAYAMA Stn.

Kit aoji 北 大 路 通

一乗寺駅

ICHIJOJI Stn.

修学院駅

SHUGAKUIN Stn.

D

Kumano Shrine

ROHM Theatre Kyoto

5

聖護院

Shogoin Temple

京都大学

Kyoto University

北山通

Mikage

Imadegawa

知恩寺

Chionji Temple

元田中駅

Hosomi Museum

Toyokuni Shrine

HIGASHIYAMA P27

P17

京大病院

P15

Kitayama

MOTOTANAKA Stn.

Kyoto University
Hospital

下鴨神社

Kenninji
Temple

清水五条駅

松ヶ崎駅

MATSUGASAKI Stn.

C

Shimogamo Shrine

KIYOMIZU GOJO Stn.

L in

TOJI Stn.

Oshikoji

Nijo

丸太町駅

MARUTAMACHI Stn.

京都御苑

梨木神社

Nashinoki Shrine

出町柳駅

DEMACHIYANAGI Stn.

JINGU MARUTAMACHI Stn.

京都迎賓館

Kyoto State
Guest House

Kyoto Gyoen
National Garden

京都御所

Kyoto Imperial
Palace

今出川駅

IMADEGAWA Stn.

相国寺

Higashi-Honganji Temple
東本願寺
Shosei-en Garden

五条駅

GOJO Stn.

KYOTO STATION AREA P26

西本願寺

Nishi-Hongwanji Temple

四条駅

SHIJO Stn.

蛸薬師通

六角通

三条通

姉小路通

烏丸御池駅

KARASUMA
OIKE Stn.

上御霊神社

Kamigoryo Shrine

北大路通

ra

A

P15

椹木町通

出水通

Demizu

下長者町通

Kitaoji

JR
Na

東寺

Toji Temple

梅小路公園

Umekoji Park

京都水族館

Kyoto Aquarium

七条通

Gojo

四条大宮駅

SHIJO OMIYA Stn.

大宮駅

OMIYA Stn.

京都三条会商店街

一条通

上長者町通

Ebisugawa 夷 川 通

Takeyamachi

丸太町通

下立売通

京都府庁

鞍馬口駅

中立売通

京都府立植物園

Kyoto Botanical
Garden

北山駅

KITAYAMA Stn.

Shokokuji Temple

北大路駅

DOWN TOWN KYOTO P24-25

Sawaragicho

Shimodachiuri

Nijo Castle
(Nijo-jo)

Ichijo

B

KITAOJI Stn.

KURAMAGUCHI Stn.

Kyoto Prefectural Office

Shimochojamachi

Kamichojamachi

Nakadachiuri

晴明神社

Seimei Shrine

西陣織会館

本法寺

Honpoji Temple

Nishijin Textile Center

Imadegawa

妙蓮寺

Kyoto Sanjo Shopping Street

阪急京都線

Shichijo

丹波口駅

大宮通

Omiya

Myorenji Temple

Marutamachi

五辻通

建勲神社

Kenkun Shrine

Hankyu Railway
Kyoto Line

TAMBAGUCHI Stn.

嵐電嵐山線

Randen
Arashiyama Line

Shijo

二条駅

NIJO Stn.

大徳寺

Kit aoji
船岡山公園

Itsutsuji

七本松通

Daitokuji Temple

Funaokayama Park

Senbon 千 本 通
千本通

Senbon
JR嵯峨野線

Shichihonmatsu

今宮神社

堀川通

Horikawa

Kintetsu Railway
Kyoto Line

Imamiya Shrine

油小路通

地下鉄烏丸線

1

Nishinotoin

Aburanokoji

JR Sagano Line

堀川通

Horikawa

北山通

西洞院通

富小路通

Kitayama

新町通

Shinmachi

麩屋町通

A

大宮通

Omiya

室町通

Muromachi

Higashinotoin 東 洞 院 通

寺町通

Subway
Karasuma Line
烏丸通

Karasuma

御幸町通

Tominokoji
Fuyacho
Gokomachi
Teramachi

京阪鴨東線

線

CENTRAL KYOTO

近鉄京都線

本線
京阪

高倉通
Takakura
堺町通
Sakaimachi
Yanaginobanba 柳 馬 場 通

Keihan Railway Oto Line
鴨川

Kamo River

河原町通

Kawaramachi
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1

DOWNTOWN KYOTO

車屋町通

東洞院通

間之町通

高倉通

堺町通

柳馬場通

富小路通

麩屋町通

御幸町通

寺町通

Kurumayacho

Higasinotoin

Ainomachi

Takakura

Sakaimachi

Yanaginobanba

Tominokoji

Fuyacho

Gokomachi

Teramachi

室町通

Muromachi

二条通

FORTUNE GARDEN KYOTO
フォーチュンガーデン京都

Kyoto Hotel Okura

Kyoto City Hall

京都ホテルオークラ

京都市役所

11 P19

KYOTO SHIYAKUSHO-MAE Stn.
Oike

Subway Tozai Line

御池通

KARASUMAOIKE Stn.

Zest Oike(Underground)

御池通

Hotel Gimmond Kyoto
ホテルギンモンド京都

Villa Aneyakoji
姉小路別邸
姉小路通

姉小路通

Kyoto Kaleidoscope Museum
京都万華鏡ミュージアム

The Museum of Kyoto

Villa Sanjo Muromachi KYOTO

京都文化博物館

ヴィラ三条室町・京都

京都三条会商店街

Sanjo

三条通

SANJO KEIHAN Stn.
三条京阪駅

三条通

MOVIX京都

P35

32

Mikihan
Ryokan

錦天満宮

Nishiki Market 錦市場

錦小路通

Books OGAKI

P20-21

大垣書店 四条店

Ayanokoji

烏丸駅

Shijo

四条通

Ikenobo Junior College

三井ガーデンホテル京都四条

ジュンク堂書店 京都店

KARASUMA Stn.

池坊短大

19

COCON
KARASUMA

Mitsubishi
UFJ Bank
三菱UFJ銀行

東急ハンズ

Fujii Daimaru
Dept. Store

四条駅

3

P19

Daiwa Roynet Hotel

下京署

24

P18

鴨川

祇園四条駅

9

10

Bukkoji

仏光寺通

8

ダイワロイネットホテル
京都四条烏丸

Hotel Nikko
Princess kyoto

南座

GION SHIJO Stn.

P14

からすま
京都ホテル

Shimogyo
Police Station

綾小路通

四条通

Minamiza
Theater

京都マルイ

髙島屋

藤井大丸

Ayanokoji

綾小路通

高辻通

Kyoto
MARUI

Takashimaya Dept. Store

17 P29

SHIJO Stn.

Takatsuji

Shijo

河原町駅

Tokyu Hands
P29

Karasuma
Kyoto Hotel

Bukkoji

KAWARAMACHI Stn.
四条通

仏光寺通

P17

Bukkoji Temple

本線

Mitsui Garden Hotel Kyoto Shijo

Books JUNKUDO

三井住友銀行

an R

Shijo

OPA
オーパ

Ke i h

阪急京都線

33 P35

ay

LAQUE
四条烏丸

Hankyu Railway Kyoto Line

12

ail w

LAQUE
Shijo Karasuma

Sumitomo Mitsui
Daimaru Dept. Store
Banking Corporation
大丸

KYOTO
TOURIST
INFORMATION
CENTER

京阪

Nishikikoji

先斗町公園

Kamo River

Nishiki Tenmangu
Shrine

Pontocho Park
先斗町通

蛸薬師通

Pontocho

Takoyakushi

京都BAL

木屋町通

18

御射山公園

KYOTO BAL

Kiyamachi

P29

Misayama Park

ROUND1
ラウンドワン

河原町通

生祥児童公園

Kawaramachi

蛸薬師通

六角通

ウィングス京都
地下鉄烏丸線

三井ガーデンホテル京都新町別邸

Subway Karasuma Line

Mitsui Garden Hotel Kyoto Shinmachi Bettei

ミーナ京都

Seisho Jido Park
Wings Kyoto

SANJO Stn.
三条駅

先斗町歌舞練場

三木半旅館

Rokkaku

六角通

31 P34

Pontocho Kaburenjo

Mina Kyoto

川端通

八百一本館

寺町京極商店街

堀川通

Yaoichi Honkan

ホテルモントレ京都

1

P2-3

六角堂

Hotel Monterey Kyoto

Horikawa

天性寺

三条商店街

Rokkaku-do Temple

三井ガーデンホテル京都三条

Takoyakushi

Tenshoji Temple

MOVIX Kyoto
Mitsui Garden Hotel Kyoto Sanjo

Rokkaku

2

Sanjo Arcade

大垣書店
烏丸三条店

Sanjo

P13

本能寺

Books OGAKI

Teramachi Kyogoku Shopping Arcade

Kyoto Sanjo
Shopping Street

Honnoji Temple

新京極商店街

Aneyakoji

Aneyakoji

寺町専門店会商店街

Teramachi Shopping Arcade

地下鉄東西線

烏丸御池駅

京都市役所前駅

ゼスト御池

Shinkyogoku Shopping Arcade

Oike

京阪鴨東線

二条城前駅

P37

36

Nijo

Keihan Railway Oto Line

NIJOJO-MAE Stn.

Ogawa

Aburanokoji

押小路通

Shrine
Temple
Post office
Police station / Police box(Koban)
Shopping arcade, Underground shopping arcade
Seven Bank ATM(P10)
ATM information is current as of Fabruary. 1, 2019.
Smoking area
￥1,000 Fine for smoking in prohibited areas

ザ・リッツカールトン京都

烏丸通

衣棚通

Koromonotana

Oshikoji

二条通

Karasuma

新町通

Shinmachi

ANAクラウンプラザホテル京都

両替町通

釜座通

Kamanza

ANA CROWNE PLAZA KYOTO

二条城

Ryogaemachi

西洞院通

Nishinotoin

小川通

油小路通

Nijo Castle
(Nijo-jo)

THE RITZ-CARLTON KYOTO

Nijo

二条通

Kawabata

Nijo

Kenninji Temple
建仁寺

佛光寺

ホテル日航
プリンセス京都

Takatsuji

高辻通

25

ARASHIYAMA

HIGASHIYAMA
HIGASHIYAMA Stn.
三条京阪駅

Sanjo Arcade
三条商店街

三条駅

Pontocho Kaburenjo

ARISUGAWA Stn.
Sanjo

Takashimaya
Dept. Store

有栖川駅

三条通

GION SHIJO Stn.

南座

祇園四条駅

阪急京都線

HANKYU ARASHIYAMA Stn.

阪急嵐山線

阪急嵐山駅

Arashiyamahigasi Park
嵐山東公園

東大路通

八坂神社

35

-Oji
Yamato

町通
宮川

ho

Kyoto Ebisu Shrine
京都ゑびす神社

Kodaiji Temple

建仁寺

高台寺

Yasui konpiragu Shine

Miyagawacho Kaburenjo
宮川町歌舞練場

通
川端

ta
ab a

Hotel Granvia Kyoto

i- Oji

P33

Kohnan

京都センチュリーホテル

茶わん坂

桃山御陵前駅

AEON

29

コーナン

Kohnan PRO

イオン

FUSHIMI
MOMOYAMA Stn.

コーナンPRO

Uoya
新高瀬川

エルイン京都

Daiwa Royal Hotel
Grande Kyoto
ダイワロイヤルグランデ京都

27

P32

Hotel Keihan Kyoto
ホテル京阪京都

Kyoto Avanti

Teradaya

Kizakura Kappa Country

寺田屋

キザクラカッパカントリー

P33

濠川

黄桜

伏見桃山駅

魚屋通

Hori River

Kizakura

El Inn Kyoto

CHUSHOJIMA Stn.

京都アバンティ

中書島駅

28

ay
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京 Keihan Railway
Uji Line
京阪宇治線

烏丸通

Muromachi 室 町 通
東寺通

地主神社

Chawan-zaka

大手筋商店街
大手筋通

京都総合観光案内所

Karasuma

Toji

Shinmachi 新 町 通

油小路通

イオンモール京都

Aburanokoji

近鉄京都線

Kintetsu Railway
Kyoto Line

26

Aeon Mall Kyoto

Jishu Shrine

aka
jo -z
Go 条坂
五

MOMOYAMA
Otesuji Shopping District GORYOMAE Stn.

月桂冠

Ote-suji

Kyoto Tourist Information Center

Hachijo 八 条 通

ka

通

Gekkeikan

KyotoCentury Hotel

京都駅

新・都ホテル

五条

三栖公園

KYOTO Stn.

New Miyako
Hotel

u-za

坂

FUSHIMI

京都駅ビル専門店街
ホテルグランヴィア京都
ザ・キューブ

JR京都伊勢丹

m iz

清水寺

Mielparque Kyoto

The CUBE
JR-Kyoto
Isetan Dept.

K i yo

Kiyomizu Temple

メルパルク京都

Bic Camera
ビックカメラ

Gojo

Shin-Takase River

東塩小路公園

六道珍皇寺
松原通

清水

Misu Park

京都駅前地下街 ポルタ

キャンパスプラザ京都

リーガロイヤルホテル京都

法観寺
（八坂の塔）

Higash

清水五条駅

Porta(Underground)

Higashishiokoji
Rihga Royal Hotel Kyoto
Park

Matsubara

Rokuharamitsuji
Temple

KIYOMIZU GOJO Stn.

Shiokoji 塩 小 路 通

Campus Plaza Kyoto

Hokanji Temple

八坂通

Rokudochinnouji
Temple

Kaw
京都タワー

京都新阪急ホテル

Kawaramachi 河 原 町 通

Hotel new Hankyu Kyoto Kyoto Tower

高倉通

34 P36

Takakura

京都ヨドバシ

Higashinotoin

西洞院通

Kyoto Yodobashi

高台寺公園

東山署

東洞院通

Daiwa Roynet Hotel
ダイワロイネットホテル京都駅前

京都霊山護国神社

Kodaiji Temple park

Higashiyama
Police Station

Subway
Karasuma Line

七条通

Kyoto Ryozen Gokoku Shrine

安井金比羅宮

六波羅蜜寺
地下鉄烏丸線

Shichijo
Nishinotoin

Aburanokoji 油 小 路 通

東本願寺

Horikawa 堀 川 通

西本願寺

P28

二寧坂

Higashi-Honganji Temple

14

祇園甲部歌舞練場

Kenninji Temple

Ninen-zaka

Nishi-Hongwanji Temple

P37

Gion Kobu Kaburenjo

Yas aka

KYOTO STATION AREA

P28

Yasaka Shrine

近鉄京都線

岩田山公園

Hankyu Railway
Arashiyama Line

Miy

法輪寺

Kaw

ar a

Horinji Temple

w ac
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桂

Iwatayama Park

鴨川
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P30

13

四条通

Minamiza
Theater

京都マルイ

髙島屋

Hankyu Railway
Kyoto Line

Togetsukyo Bridge

Furukaw

通

Shijo

Kyoto MARUI

24

嵐山公園

先斗町通

河原町駅

aka

嵐電嵯峨駅

KAWARAMACHI Stn.

20

Kintetsu Railway
Kyoto Line

嵐山駅

P30

en -z

P31

Arashiyama Park

鹿王院駅

RANDEN SAGA Stn.

よしもと祇園花月

S ann

トロッコ嵐山駅

ARASHIYAMA Stn.

25

Yoshimoto
Gion Kagetsu

P28

京町通

P31

知恩院

坂

ROKUOIN Stn.

天龍寺

ARASHIYAMA
TOROKKO Stn.

オーパ

車折神社駅

Chionin Temple

P28

産寧

嵐電嵐山本線

16

15

Ryogaemachi 両 替 町 通

嵯峨野 ntic Train
トロッ
コ列車

OPA

青蓮院門跡

Kyomachi

Tenryuji Temple

大河内山荘

新京極商店街

Randen
KURUMAZAKI
Arashiyama Lin
e JINJA Stn.

Shorenin Temple

Ippon-Bashi Bridge

通

Okochi Sanso

SAGA TOROKKO Stn.

23 トロッコ嵯峨駅

Shinkyogoku
Shopping Arcade

Line JR嵯
峨野線

東大路

P30

野宮神社

JR Sagano

辰巳大明神

路通

P31

P16

大和大

Nonomiya
Shrine

嵯峨嵐山駅

i Line

線
地下鉄東西

一本橋

Tatsumi
Daimyojin
Shrine

Pontocho

26

竹林

京都BAL

SAGA ARASHIYAMA Stn.

22

P30

KYOTO BAL

木屋町通

常寂光寺

Chikurin-no-Komichi
Bamboo Forest

ラウンドワン

Kiyamachi

Jojakkoji Temple

ROUND1

丸太町通

Marutamachi

Higashi-Oji

二尊院

花見小路

ミーナ京都

Nisonin Temple

Hanamiko

Keihan Railway

先斗町歌舞練場

Mina Kyoto

6

a- cho A

SANJO Stn.

京阪本線

清凉寺

Subway Toza

東山駅

三条通

ji

Seiryoji Temple

祇王寺

Sa
Ro ma g a n o

Sanjo

SANJO KEIHAN Stn.

rcade
古川町商
店街

Gioji Temple

Daiwa Roynet Hotel
ダイワロイネットホテル京都八条口

Shrine

Foreign Friendly TAXI stand

Temple

Post ofﬁce
¥1,000 Fine for smoking in
prohibited areas

Smoking area
Shopping arcade,
Underground shopping archade

Police station / Police box (Koban)
Seven Bank ATM (Please refer to P10)
*ATM information is current as of February. 1, 2019.
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A 円山公園
MARUYAMA KOEN PARK
HIGASHIYAMA
MAP P

27
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Welcome to KYOTO TOKYU HANDS
TOKYU HANDS is a shop that is fi lled with all kinds of items,
including kitchen supplies, beauty goods, stationery, and
bags, offering visitors fun discoveries and happy surprises at
every turn. And you will also fi nd good souvenirs.

ENGLISH SPOKEN
TEL 075-561-1350
(8:30am-5pm, closed on Sun. / KYOTO
GREENERY ASSOCIATION )
ADDRESS 京都市東山区円山町 473
473 Maruyama-cho, Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto
OPEN All day
ADMISSION Free
SMOKING No
WEB http://www.city.kyoto.lg.jp/kensetu/page/
0000083282.html

ஷߒ

8 min walk

mumokuteki
Refraining from
using ingredients of
animal origin as best
we can, we produce

1F
2F

・Bags & Wallets
・Mobile Phone Accessories
・Travel Accessories

3F

・Health & Beauty
・Bath & Relaxation
・Sleep Care

4F

・Kitchen
・Laundry
・Cleaning Supplies

・Stationery
・Design
・Crafts & Material

variety of dishes
primarily made of
vegetables organically
grown in our own
farm located in North
Kyoto. You can enjoy
healthy foods without

A
B

祇園

worrying about

DOWNTOWN KYOTO

にし

24 C-3

calories.
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WHY DO PEOPLE GATHER IN
MARUYAMA KOEN PARK IN SPRING?

GION NISHI

TEL 075-254-3109

TEL 075-213-7733

ocated on the eastern side of YASAKA-JINJA Shrine and on the
southern side of CHION-IN Temple is MARUYAMA KOEN Park. In
spring, the cherry blossoms of approximately 680 trees, including the
weeping cherry and Yoshino cherry varieties, bloom and the park is alive with
large numbers of cherry-blossom viewing parties. Among these cherry trees
is the large umbrella-like, gorgeous Gion weeping cherry that was planted in
the center of the park. The current tree is the 2nd generation planted in 1949,
and it carries on in place of its famous predecessor, which was said to have
B been 200 years old.
GION NISHI comes into view immediately after
heading east from the Higashiyama-Yasui intersection.
The kamameshi steamed rice served at the end of the
traditional kaiseki multi-course dinner is a musttry. Guji takikomi is a mixed-rice Japanese dish made
from a typical Kyoto dashi broth taken from bones of
a tilefi sh, which is then used to boil the rice. The sweet and savory elegance of
the tilefi sh permeate the rice for a fragrant, rich masterpiece.
After the meal, have dessert at KISSHOKARYO GION (MAIN
C
LOCATION). Its signature dish is a dessert made with
soybean flour (kinako) roasted in-house, but the limited-time
dessert called the Spring-Picked Strawberry Parfait (¥1,404),
available only from March to May, is recommended.
Experience all the textures of the house-made kinako
soybean flour ice cream, crispies, and meringue. It is lighter
than it looks and can be fi nished surprisingly quickly.
Finally, stroll through the distinctive streets of the ancient capital toward
Gion Shirakawa. It is an area where ancient machiya townhouses line the
cobblestone streets that still retain traces of the Hanamachi entertainment
district. Cherry trees and willow trees continue along the Shirakawa River.
D It is as if visitors have been transported back in time to
ancient Japan. No visit is complete without viewing the
area around TATSUMI-JINJA Shrine, where the landscape
particularly exudes the essence of Kyoto. During cherryblossom time, the area is illuminated at night, enabling
visitors to experience a charming, cherry-blossom
viewing that is different than that of the afternoon.

TEL 075-532-4124

ADDRESS 京都市下京区四条通烏丸東入ル

ADDRESS 京都市東山区月見町 21-2
21-2 Tsukimi-cho, Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 12pm-3pm (Last entry: 12:30pm),
6pm-11pm (Last entry: 7:30pm)
CLOSED Mon., Tues. lunch
AVERAGE
￥6,000
￥12,000
The ingredients of the kamameshi
change with the seasons.
SMOKING No

長刀鉾町 27
27 Naginataboko-cho, Shimogyo-ku, Kyoto

ADDRESS 京都市中京区寺町通蛸薬師上ル式部町 261
ヒューマンフォーラムビル 2F
Human Forum Bldg. 2F, 261 Shikibu-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto

L
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A CAFÉ OFFERING VARIETY OF
VEGETABLE DISHES

MAP P

HIGASHIYAMA
MAP P

27
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東急ハンズ 京都店
ENGLISH SIGNAGE

ENGLISH MENU

Wi-Fi

9 min walk

Near
Daimaru Kyoto
大丸京都店
周辺店舗

OPEN 10am-8:30pm
CLOSED Irregular holidays
WEB http://kyoto.tokyu-hands.co.jp/

mumokuteki cafe & foods

DOWNTOWN KYOTO

ENGLISH MENU

MAP P

Wi-Fi

25 D-3
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OPEN 11:30am-10pm (Last order: 9pm)
Exceptionally: purchase after 8:00pm
Possible until 12:00pm of next day.

CLOSED Irregular holidays PRICE from ¥1,000
SMOKING No WEB http://www.mumokuteki.com/

ր(:0;"/*,0.*ց
ր4BLBOBZB4VTIJ4IJOց

C 吉祥菓寮 祗園本店
KISSHOKARYO GION MAIN LOCATION
HIGASHIYAMA
MAP P

27
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Wi-Fi
TEL 075-708-5608
ADDRESS 京都市東山区古門前通東大路東入ル
石橋町 306
306 Ishibashi-cho, Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto
OPEN Cafe: 11am-7pm (Last order: 6:30pm),
Shop: 10am-7pm
CLOSED Open every day
AVERAGE ￥1,500
SMOKING No
WEB http://kisshokaryo.jp/

「GYOZA & NIKOMI」
「Sakana-ya Sushi Shin」
京都市下京区四条室町東入函谷鉾町78
京都経済センター SUINA（すいな）室町1F

0VSCJUFTJ[FEHZP[BBOELJOETPGOPLPNJXIJUFBOECMBDL

6 min walk

BSFZPVSNVTUUSZEJTIFT
)FSFZPVDBOOEBOBUNPTQIFSFXIJDISFNJOETZPVPGUIF
QVCMJDCBSTJOUIFPMEEBZT BOEBMTPBSFMBYFEFOWJSPONFOUUIBU

D 祇園 白川
GION SHIRAKAWA
HIGASHIYAMA
MAP P

27
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ADDRESS 白川南通（川端通〜巽橋）

Shirakawa Minami-dori Street (Kawabata-dori
Street to TATSUMI-BASHI Bridge)
SMOKING No

FWFSZPOFDBOGFFMDPNGPSUBCMFFOUFSJOHFWFOBMPOF5IJTJTPVS
ր(:0;"/*,0.*ց
6TJOHGSFTITIBTJOHSFEJFOUTFWFSZEBZր4BLBOBZB4VTIJ4IJOց
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GPSEBJMZVTF
$0.*/(400/ր,ZPUP&DPOPNZ$FOUFS46*/".630."$)*ց'
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DOWNTOWN KYOTO
MAP P
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ISHIKAWA BAMBOO SHOP is
located in the natural beauty of
Arashiyama, Kyoto. Since 1935, our
shop has specialized in the best
bamboo products.
At the original location, there are
over 1,000 items on display. At the
Shoryuen Shop, across from our
original location, you can watch
artisans weaving bamboo baskets
and also partake in the experience.

A 車折神社
KURUMAZAKI-JINJA Shrine
ARASHIYAMA
MAP P

26
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TEL 075-861-0039
ADDRESS 京都市右京区嵯峨朝日町 23
23 Sagaasahi-cho, Ukyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 9am-5pm CLOSED Open every day
ADMISSION Free SMOKING No
WEB http://www.kurumazakijinja.or.jp

15 min walk

ອߒ

B 琴きき茶屋
KOTOKIKI CHAYA

京都・嵐山

BAMBOO SHOP

ARASHIYAMA

A

MAP P

26

ORIGINAL LOCATION

21

ENGLISH MENU

ENGLISH MENU

WHY DO SO MANY ENTERTAINERS
VISIT A CERTAIN SHRINE?

ARASHIYAMA
MAP P

Wi-Fi

1 Sagatenryuji Susukinobaba-cho, Ukyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 10am-5pm (Last order: 4:30pm,
Food last order: 3pm)
CLOSED Thu., occasionally Wed.
AVERAGE ¥1,000 SMOKING No
WEB http://www.kotokikichaya.co.jp/

OPEN 10am-6pm (April-November)
11am-5pm (December-March)
CLOSED Open every day WEB http://www.takenomise.com/

ARASHIYAMA

SHORYUEN LOCATION

12 min walk
コーヒーショップ

24

ADDRESS 京都市右京区嵯峨天龍寺造路町 35
35 Sagatenryuji Tsukurimichi-cho, Ukyo-ku, Kyoto

ADDRESS 京都市右京区嵯峨天龍寺芒ノ馬場町 1

C

26

TEL 075-861-0076

TEL 075-861-0184

K

URUMAZAKI-JINJA Shrine is located one minute south of the Keifuku
Railway’s Kurumazaki-jinja Station on foot. The advantages of good
fortune and a good match in a husband or wife draw in the crowds,
but the god of entertainers inside the shrine precincts deserves special notice.
Deeply worshipped by people working in the field of arts and entertainment, the
names of over 2,000 entertainers, mainly actors and singers, line the vermilionpainted fence of the shrine. In the spring, 40 cherry trees of 15 different
varieties with early (beginning of March) and late (end of April) blooms brightly
adorn the precincts of this shrine. The shape of the blossoms and the pink colors
are different, making it stunning when they are all in bloom.
After making the most of the cherry-blossom viewing, head toward
TOGETSUKYO Bridge. KOTOKIKI CHAYA, a shop built near the bridge, makes
its famous cherry rice cakes (sakura mochi), a pure white domyo-ji rice cake
wrapped in two salted cherry tree leaves (with matcha
B
green tea, ¥648). The rice cakes are soft and made from
rice powder. Traditional and handmade, visitors should
experience the flavor of this well-established store,
which has been beloved by its guests for over 100 years.
Take a break from touring for lunch when feeling
hungry. We recommend COFFEE
C
SHOP YAMAMOTO, which
serves tender Japanese-beef
cutlet sandwiches (¥1,500). This
is an authentic coffee shop that plays Jazz music inside.
After the meal, enjoy an original coffee roasted inhouse. The deep, richness of the premium blend (¥550)
is its appeal. Let it soothe away any travel fatigue.
Finally, at the end of the trip, is the Sagano Romantic
Train. Every year around the time of cherry-blossom
viewing, it connects Saga Torokko Station and Kameoka Torokko Station along
7.3 km of the Hozu River, taking about 25 minutes.
D
Approximately, 1,000 cherry trees are planted
along the line to create a beautiful and impressive
cherry-blossom tunnel. Undoubtedly, the beauty
of the valley that can only be seen from this sightseeing train will leave a lasting impression.
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いしかわ竹の店

KYOTO ARASHIYAMA ISHIKAWA

MAP P

TEL 075-861-5580

26

25

ADDRESS Arashiyama Shoryuen 2F (facing the original location)

ヤマモト

COFFEE SHOP YAMAMOTO
ARASHIYAMA
MAP P

26

22

ENGLISH MENU
TEL 075-871-4454
ADDRESS 京都市右京区嵯峨天龍寺瀬戸川町 9-7
9-7 Sagatenryuji Setogawa-cho, Ukyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 7am-7pm (Last order: 6:40pm)
CLOSED 2nd and 4th Thu. of each month
PRICE from ￥280 SMOKING Yes

6 min walk
D 嵯峨野トロッコ列車
SAGANO ROMANTIC TRAIN

26

23

ENGLISH SPOKEN

THE TALE OF GENJI

"MIYABI" CHARM

KING
O
M
S
P
STO
ETS
T
ON THE S

RE

The charm will be
mailed to you after
a special prayer has
been said (¥1,000
including shipping)
Accepting
special prayer for
matchmaking

ARASHIYAMA
MAP P

MATCHMAKING AT
SAGANO IN KYOTO

Wi-Fi

TEL 075-861-7444

(Telephone service, Japanese only)
ADDRESS 京都市右京区嵯峨天竜寺車道町（トロッ
コ嵯峨駅）／ (Saga Torokko Station)
Kurumamichi-cho, Saga-tenryuji, Ukyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 1 train per hour from 9:02am-4:02pm (to
Kameoka Torokko Station), 1 train per hour from
9:30am-4:30pm (to Saga Torokko Station)
Specially-scheduled trains are operated according
to season.
CLOSED Wed. (Changes according to season)
FARE Adults: ¥620, Children (ages 6-12): ¥310
SMOKING No
SALES LOCATIONS At Sagano Scenic Railway
ticket-window (excluding Hozukyo Station)
WEB https://www.sagano-kanko.co.jp/english.php

The Tale of Genji, The God of Love
Sagano Palace

ARASHIYAMA
MAP P

26
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NONOMIYA Shrine
嵯峨野の宮

野宮神社

京都市右京区嵯峨野宮町 1
1 Saganomiya-cho, Ukyo-ku, Kyoto

TEL. 075-871-1972
E-mail：kakeno@jinja.or.jp
http://www.nonomiya.com/
Sagano Tour Starting Point: 5 min. walk from Arashiyama

The City of Kyoto prohibits smoking in
public outdoor places within the city limits.
A ﬁne of ¥1,000 will be collected from
anyone found smoking within "Public Nonsmoking Areas".

Please smoke at the designated
section and keep to the manners.
31

2. FUSHIMI YUME HYAKUSHU

A STROLL AROUND FUSHIMI
in search of traditional Kyoto sake and cuisine

This shop was created in a remodeled brewery established in
the Taisho period (1912-1926). It features more than 70 types
of Fushimi sake, desserts made with sake, and snacks and
pickles that go perfectly with sake. In the charmingly retro
atmosphere of the connected café you can try the popular
coffee made with shikomimizu (water used to make sake), or
Amazake au Lait made with sake lees and marshmallows.

Just 15 minutes by train from Kyoto station
is one of Japan’s foremost brewery districts,
Fushimi. Take a leisurely stroll through a town
lined with ancient sake breweries and sample
some of Fushimi’s sake, known as Onnazake
(female sake) for its smooth, mellow taste.

伏見夢百衆

FUSHIMI
MAP P

ENGLISH MENU

27
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TEL 075-623-1360

KIZAKURA SAKE TOUR & TASTING
WITH FUSHIMI SAKE DISTRICT TOUR

ADDRESS 京都市伏見区南浜町 247 ／ 247 Minamihama-cho, Fushimi-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 10:30am-5pm（Last order: 4:30pm）
Sat., Sun., and public holidays until 6pm

TIME Year round from 12:50pm (except weekends,

CLOSED Mon. PRICE from ¥450

public holidays, Dec. 30-Jan. 4, and Aug. 10-Aug. 15)

SMOKING No WEB https://ameblo.jp/fushimi-yume100shu/

TOUR LENGTH 160 minutes
PLACE 京阪中書島駅北改札前
At the north exit ticket gate of Keihan Chushojima station

3.

PRICE ¥7,300 (*for a party of 4)

For inquiries and booking, search for Kizakura Sake Tour
& Tasting with Fushimi Sake District Tour on
https://www.govoyagin.com
GEKKEIKAN OKURA SAKE MUSEUM

1.

KIZAKURA

FUSHIMIGURA

Here you can see how both Sake (Japanese alcohol) and craft beers are made
under one roof. After the tour, you can have a tasting of 4 different sake
including 20 year old daiginjo vintage (premium sake made from milled rice),
along with a delicious meal. By sampling various sake and foods together, you
will come to appreciate the multifaceted flavors that sake can offer. Come and
explore the rich and deep world of sake.

SHOKUIKU KITCHEN

ISHIGURO

A cooking school where you can sit and enjoy the obanzai (traditional homestyle side-dishes of Kyoto) cuisine you created yourself (¥6,910). Using seasonal
ingredients with a focus on local consumption of local produce, you can try your
hand at preparing miso soup, dashimaki (fried rolled egg) and grilled fi sh, in the
style of local Kyoto residents. For inquiries and booking, search for “Kyoto Obanzai
or Nabemono Traditional Japanese Cooking Class” on https://www.govoyagin.com
食育キッチン

ISHIGURO

FUSHIMI
MAP P

Wi-Fi

27
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TEL 075-644-6643
ADDRESS 京都市伏見区納屋町 131 ／ 131 Nayamachi, Fushimi-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 10am-7pm CLOSED Sun. and public holidays
SMOKING No WEB http://www.shokuiku-kitchen.com/

黄桜

伏水蔵

FUSHIMI
MAP P

Wi-Fi

27
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City of Kyoto Visitors Host

TEL 075-644-4488

折原 美穂さん Miho Orihara

ADDRESS 京都市伏見区横大路下三栖梶原町 53 ／ 53 Yokooji Shimomisukajiwara-cho, Fushimi-ku, Kyoto

Moved from Tokyo to Kyoto 8 years ago. Uses
her English abilities fostered at an advertising
ﬁ rm. Her motto is to “bring smiles to tourists.”

OPEN 10am-4pm CLOSED Open every day (Except New Year and Obon holidays)
ADMISSION Free SMOKING No WEB http://kizakura.co.jp/husimigura/

*Museum tours are given in English.

KYOTO INSIDER-GUIDED TOURS

- Presented by “City of Kyoto Visitors Host”-

NIJO-JO CASTLE

KYOTO STATE GUEST HOUSE

KYOTO COMMUNITY EXPLORATION

KYOTO TRADITIONAL CRAFT

TIME Every day from 12pm, except Wed.

TIME Every Mon. and Thu., from 9:30am

TIME Every Fri. from 9:30am

TIME Every Tue. and Fri., from 9am

TOUR LENGTH 90 minutes

TOUR LENGTH 60 minutes

TOUR LENGTH 90 minutes

TOUR LENGTH 90 minutes

TOUR LENGTH 90 minutes

PLACE NIJO-JO CASTLE (541 Nijojo-cho,
Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto)
PRICE ￥2,000 (castle entrance fee is not included)
CAPACITY 15 visitors (ﬁ rst-come, ﬁ rst-served basis)
REGISTRATION Reservations not required.
Reservations can be made on govoyagin.com

PLACE KYOTO STATE GUEST HOUSE (23 Kyoto
Gyoen, Kamigyo-ku, Kyoto)
PRICE ￥2,000, (Uni) ¥1,500, (H.S. Student) ¥700
CAPACITY 34 visitors (ﬁ rst-come, ﬁ rst-served basis)
REGISTRATION Reservations not required
(Advance registration by Internet is given priority)
*There may be temporary closures

PLACE HOTEL THE CELESTINE KYOTO GION
(At the front desk, B1F)
PRICE ￥2,000 *Hotel guests can get a discount
based on the number of participants
CAPACITY 10 visitors (ﬁ rst-come, ﬁ rst-served basis)
REGISTRATION For reservations, please call
HOTEL THE CELESTINE KYOTO GION
(TEL: 075-532-3111).

PLACE FURUKAWA SHUZO (546 Furukawa-cho,
Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto)
PRICE ￥2,500
CAPACITY 12 visitors (ﬁ rst-come, ﬁ rst-served basis)
REGISTRATION Reservations not required.
Reservations can be made on govoyagin.com
*Tour is recommended for age 6 and above

PLACE NOKU KYOTO HOTEL (205-1 Okura-cho,
Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto)
PRICE ￥2,000, ¥1,500 for NOKU guests
CAPACITY 10 visitors (ﬁ rst-come, ﬁ rst-served basis)
REGISTRATION Register at the front desk of the
NOKU KYOTO HOTEL on the day of the tour.
*Tour is recommended for age 10 and above

These tours will be guided by the City of Kyoto Visitors Hosts, highly qualified interpreter guides specialized in Kyoto.
These guides are oﬃcially certified by the City of Kyoto and have undergone special training including an extensive
curriculum of history, culture and traditional arts as well as guiding and communication skills.
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DISCOVER GION

TIME Every day, from 10am and from 12:30pm

https://www.kyotovisitorshost.com/en/
33
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Furoshiki (Japanese wrapping cloths) are traditionally
used for wrapping up items to take with you. Depending
on how they are tied, these cloths can easily take on
different shapes. When not in use, they can be folded
up, so they have become quite popular as bags in
recent years. KARAKUSAYA, a furoshiki specialty store,
recommends the Koto Metro, one furoshiki that reminds
you of Kyoto inspired by cherry blossoms, foliage, the
Gion Festival, Kyoto Tower, and the lines inspired by the
Kyoto subway system. This item makes going out fun!
Koto Metro (Left: Celadon green, Right: Orange)
Size: 90cm in width (100% cotton) Price: ¥4,104

BRING HOME A PIECE OF KYOTO

C

Introducing merchandise to make your trip to Kyoto even
more fun as the spring season begins. All kinds of things
are available, from products with convenient features for
strolling around the city or those with impactful designs.
Accessorizing with small objects bearing Japanese or
Kyoto-style designs is sure to lift your mood.

This store has a variety of new style T-shirts and
miscellaneous items resulting from adding a little of the
essence of Kyoto to the Japanese-style prints inspired by
Japanese gardens and Kyoto’s four seasons. Distinctive Kyoto
motifs, such as Maiko (geisha in training) and the Kyoto
Tower, are depicted in pop-art style on small objects that
make perfect souvenirs of Kyoto. Among these, the cross-body
pouch used when going out or traveling is popular. A pocket
located inside the pouch makes it functional and convenient.
Odekakegamako / Pouch

All prices include tax (as of February 2019)

(Left: Kyoto Tower print, Right: Maiko and Kyoto Tower print)
Size: Height 20cm, width 17cm, and pouch opening 12.5cm Price: ¥4,212

A

A

(the pattern on the shoes varies depending on the time period)
Size: XS S M L XL Price: ¥16,800 (+tax)

Tabishita (Left: Tairyobata/Big-catch Banner, Right: Hanten/Traditional Japanese short jacket)
Size: Women's (23-25cm), Men's (25-28cm) Price: ¥594

B

CHIMASKI STUDIO

NORTH KYOTO
MAP P

ENGLISH SPOKEN

HANAO SHOES

This store creates original textiles with the idea of
developing new Japanese cultural creations. It sells
Japanese clothing, such as rubber-soled split-toed
shoes, and small objects. A large variety of Japanesestyle socks called tabi (having a separate section for
the big toe) with colorful pop-art depicting Japanese
traditional motifs, such as a fi shing vessel with the "bigcatch" banner hoisted above the ship when returning to
harbor with a big haul, or seasonal flowers. Wear this
Japanese footwear like socks for a casual taste of Japan.

White sneakers with cloth straps produced in Japan
called HANAO SHOES. The straps or hanao are the thongs
on geta or zori, traditional Japanese footwear. The thongs
are made with thorough dedication using primarily the
KIKUNOKONOMI brand, which is an approved purveyor
to the Japanese Imperial Household. These imaginative
sneakers are reminiscent of the Japanese kimono and
are also fun as an everyday accent.

Wi-Fi

22 D-2
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京都

D

C
唐草屋

KYOTO KARAKUSAYA

DOWNTOWN KYOTO
MAP P

24 B-2
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kitekite 京都本店

DOWNTOWN KYOTO

KITEKITE KYOTO MAIN LOCATION

MAP P

25

D-2 32

SOU・SOU 足袋
SOU SOU TABI

DOWNTOWN KYOTO
MAP P

ENGLISH SPOKEN

Wi-Fi

ENGLISH SPOKEN

TEL 075-744-6152

TEL 075-221-0390

TEL 075-744-6301

TEL 075-212-8005

ADDRESS 京都市左京区田中東高原町 40

ADDRESS 京都市中京区室町通六角下ル鯉山町 510 宮井京都ビル 1F

ADDRESS 京都市中京区柳馬場通六角上ル槌屋町 95

40 Tanaka Higashitakahara-cho,
Sakyo-ku, Kyoto

Miyai Kyoto Bldg. 1F, 510 Koiyama-cho,
Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto

95 Tsuchiya-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto

ADDRESS 京都市中京区新京極通四条上ル中之町 583-3
583-3, Nakano-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto

OPEN 10am-7pm

OPEN 11am-8pm

OPEN 11am-7pm

OPEN 11am-6pm

CLOSED Irregular holidays

CLOSED Open every day

CLOSED Irregular holidays

CLOSED Tue. (Open if public holiday),
New Year holidays

SMOKING No

SMOKING No

SMOKING No

WEB http://kitekite-kyoto.com/shop/

WEB http://www.sousou.co.jp/

WEB http://wholelovekyoto.jp

SMOKING No

25 E-3
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WEB http://www.karakusaya.co.jp/
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IMMERSE YOURSELF in JAPANESE

GET BOOK RECOMMENDATIONS from
BOOKSTORE STAFF !
Get a recommendation to a foreign language book from
the staff of the OGAKI SHOTEN bookstore, a favorite of
residents of Kyoto. Reading their recommendation is
sure to enhance your love of Kyoto and Japan!

GOOD OLD-FASHIONED
JAPANESE FUN:
PAPER SUMO!

Every day, OGAKI SHOTEN endeavors
to ﬁ nd interesting foreign language
books to achieve its goal of being a
must-visit place for people coming to
Kyoto. The staff at OGAKI SHOTEN
cater to visitors looking for books in
languages other than Japanese.
Manager

Mizuho Tsujinaka

大垣書店 京都ヨドバシ店
OGAKI SHOTEN
KYOTO YODOBASHI LOCATION

KYOTO STATION AREA
MAP P
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Wi-Fi
TEL 075-371-1700
ADDRESS 京都市下京区烏丸通七条下ル塩小路町 590-2 京都ヨドバシ 6F
Kyoto Yodobashi 6F, 590-2 Shiokoji-cho, Shimogyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 10am-10pm

Every Japanese
person is sure
to have tried
paper sumo at
least once. It is
simple to play:
Take characters
made from
paper and
place them
on a dohyo
ring made from a box. Then each player taps
on their side of the box to make the characters
move. The player whose character falls fi rst is
the loser. When not in use the paper wrestlers
can be stored inside the box. From traditional
sumo wrestlers to animals, monsters, and
creatures from Japanese legends—there are 39
characters to make.

CLOSED Open every day
WEB http://www.books-ogaki.co.jp/stores/ogaki-yodobashi/
*Foreign language book corner is available.
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PAPER SUMO
CHRONICLE BOOK/ ¥2,581+TAX

CULTURE

KANJI MUSEUM

MANGA MUSEUM

Located near YASAKA-JINJA Shrine, tourists
who are interested in Kanji, Japanese characters
originating from China, and people studying
Japanese language will love this museum. Japan's
fi rst hands-on-style Kanji character museum, it
not only presents the origin and history of the
characters in a way that is easy to understand
but also offers innovative interactive exhibits
including special games and movies so that visitors
have fun while learning. The museum is full of
unique attractions, such as a historical picture
scroll of Kanji characters on the 1F and Japanesestyle playing cards on a touch panel on the 2F
that lets you combine radicals to create Kanji
characters. While enjoying yourself in a themepark atmosphere, you might just learn the reading
of some Kanji characters. In the museum, view the
current powerful depictions of the KANJI OF THE
YEAR® announced at an
end-of-the-year event in
Kyoto at KIYOMIZU-DERA
Temple. Audio guidance is
available for a fee.

"Manga" comic books and graphic novels represent
Japanese popular culture, and the word manga
is now in common use worldwide. This museum
specializes in these manga, and the museum,
which used to be an elementary school, houses over
300,000 precious materials. Among these are the
approximately 50,000 manga books that are located
on what is called "The Wall of Manga," bookshelves
that extend a total of 200 meters throughout the
museum. Feel free to read a few. Same-day re-entry
is permitted. On a sunny day, you can lie down on
the lawn and read a manga, have a meal, and spend
the day the way you want. It is very appealing.
There is also the "Manga Expo" where a collection
of Japanese manga translated into several other
languages and
manga written in
other countries and
regions are gathered.
Fans will love it,
but anyone can
relax and enjoy the
culture of manga.

漢検 漢字博物館・図書館

漢字ミュージアム

JAPAN KANJI
MUSEUM&LIBRARY
ENGLISH BROCHURE

Wi-Fi

京都国際マンガミュージアム

HIGASHIYAMA
MAP P
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KYOTO INTERNATIONAL
MANGA MUSEUM
ENGLISH SPOKEN

Wi-Fi

TEL 075-757-8686

TEL 075-254-7414

ADDRESS 京都市東山区祇園町南側 551

ADDRESS 京都市中京区烏丸通御池上ル
Karasuma-Oike, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto

551 Gion-machi south side, Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto

DOWNTOWN KYOTO
MAP P

24 C-1
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OPEN 9:30am-5pm (Last admission: 4:30pm)

OPEN 10am-6pm (Last admission: 5:30pm)

CLOSED Mon. (Open Mon. if public holiday and closed Tue.)

CLOSED Wed. (Open if public holiday and closed following Thu.)

ADMISSION Adults ￥800,
University Students (ID required) ￥500,
High School Students (Ages 16-18) ￥500,
Junior High School Students (Ages 13-15) ￥300,
Elementary School Students (Ages 6-12) ￥300
SMOKING No
WEB https://www.kanjimuseum.kyoto/

Temporarily closed on other days as well.
ADMISSION Adults ￥800,
Middle/High School Students (Ages 12-17)
￥300, Children (Ages 6-11) ￥100
SMOKING No
WEB https://www.kyotomm.jp/en/
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Whatever you eat
will be delicious!

TIPS FOR
ENJOYING
KYOTO

We came to Kyoto to eat
something delicious. However,
not just popular restaurants,
but the hotels we wanted to
stay at were often full. Once
you have made your mind up,
make a reservation!

At BONCHI KYOTO, we asked
tourists visiting from overseas
what they think of Kyoto and if
they have any tips for getting
the most out of their holidays.

Make some interesting memories
We came because we were interested in the culture and history,
but the most impressive thing was the Bonchi Kyoto experience.
We learned a lot on the guided tour, and being able to try making
miniature food was a rare treat! If you are looking for something a
little different from the temples, shrines and shopping, give it a shot!

Name: Lucy, Chris
City/Country: Los Angeles, USA
Occupation: Surgeon, Lawyer
How many times have you visited Kyoto: First time
Best lunch: Shippoku Udon Noodle (Noodle with
mushroom, ﬁsh cake, tofu skin, and more)
Favorite Japanese word: Hai (Yes)
Kyoto comments: Everyone has been very nice and
welcoming. People here are extremely polite and
enjoy quietness in public places. However, you can
tell that they’re passionate about their work, life,
and their city.

We met a maiko and a geisha !
We were so lucky because we just happened to meet a maiko
and a geisha while on a local area tour! Tourist attractions in
Kyoto close early, so we recommend making your plans for
9am to 6pm. At night, you can enjoy video arcades. And the
Manga museum was really fun too!

Name: Wallace, Shawn
City/Country: Singapore
Occupation: Barista, Art teacher
How many times have you visited Kyoto: First time
Best lunch: Tempura Udon Noodle, Kitsune Udon
Noodle (Noodle with deep fried tofu), Okra Udon
Noodle
Favorite Japanese word: Subarashii (excellent,
wonderful), Arigato (Thank you)
Kyoto comments: Very awesome culture! Sugoi!
Thank you for your hard work!

Name: Liu yue
City/Country: Nan Jing, China
Occupation: Ofﬁce worker
How many times have you visited Kyoto:
Over ﬁve times
Best lunch: Tofu restaurant near
Kiyomizu-dera Temple
Favorite Japanese word: Ongaeshi (The
act or feeling of returning the favor),
Kanshasuru (Gratitude)
Kyoto comments: It’s culturally rich.

Name: Lauren, Anna
City/Country: Cleveland, Ypsilanti, USA
Occupation: 3D Artist, English teacher & Student
How many times have you visited Kyoto: First time
Best lunch: Hot pot, Yakitori (grilled chicken), crab stick, daifuku (wrapped
confection with red bean paste), lunch at a dessert cafe
Favorite Japanese word: Kitsune (fox), Sorakara-chan (Tokyo Skytree mascot)
Kyoto comments: Everyone was kind, nice and helpful. Thank you for being kind,
and preserving traditional Japanese culture ♡

Name: Robb, Julia
City/Country: Berlin, Germany
Occupation: Software Engineer, Researcher
How many times have you visited Kyoto: Two times
Best lunch: Vegout (Vegan restaurant next to the river with a great view)
Favorite Japanese word: Mochi Mochi (Describes the texture of chewy food
or soft textured items), Mono No Aware (An old Japanese term describing a
strong aesthetic appreciation.)
Kyoto comments: Thank you for the lovely time. We will be back before long.

Go to a public bath
We saw so many wonderful pictures of Japan online that we
just had to visit. When in Kyoto you should relax, go for a stroll
or visit a Zen temple to gaze at their beautiful garden. And we
recommend visiting a sento public bath near your hotel.
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Name: Jacob, Chio
City/Country: Milwaukee, USA
Occupation: Students
How many times have you visited Kyoto:
First time
Best lunch: Pork Dumplings and Crab
Dumplings
Favorite Japanese word: Arigato (Thank you)
Kyoto comments: Thank you to everyone
in Kyoto! We had an incredible time and
everyone was so friendly and inviting!

Pay attention to
when the temples close!
A friend of ours who studied in Japan told us
that if you want to see traditional Japan, you
should come to Kyoto. In winter, most temples
close at 4pm or 5pm, so we could not visit as
many as we would have liked. Do not forget to
check the closing times and plan ahead.

The history and culture are
really interesting.
Name: Alice, Jacob
City/Country: Sydney, Australia
Occupation: Sales, Solutions Architect
How many times have you visited Kyoto: First time
Best lunch: Okonomiyaki (a savory cabbage pancake
close to Kyoto station)
Favorite Japanese word: Sumimasen (a single word
that has multiple uses: excuse me, sorry, thank you...)
Kyoto comments: Kyoto people are so lovely, we will
deﬁnitely be back.

We bought some wasabi as a souvenir
We came because we are very interested in
history, culture, geisha tradition, and food. Today
we have bought our favorite, wasabi, as well as
a new Japanese spice we discovered here called
sansho—Japanese pepper—as souvenirs. And
just as our friend warned us, we made sure not
to stay on the bus too long! (lol)

I love learning about the history of various countries
and Japan is especially interesting. I even lived here for
a while to study the language. The subway is not very
developed in Kyoto, so I recommend using the buses.

BONCHI Kyoto

IG: @ bonchikyoto

BONCHI KYOTO is an independent
tourist information center in Kyoto
city. They sell zines about Japanese
culture, run workshops for making
miniature food, and more! They always
have the latest in cool Kyoto info.
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2013, when well known whisky critic, Jim Murray
described it as “near incredible genius” and chose it
as the “BEST WHISKY IN THE WORLD.”
So, let’s talk a wee bit about whisk(e)y. YES, there
are two spellings; basically, if they’re from Scotland,
Japan or Canada, there is no “e” and if they’re
made in the US or Ireland, there is. Next, there are
so many kinds: malt(distilled twice from malted
barley), grain(any highly distilled grain - usually
used for blended), single(distilled whisky matured in
oak casks, blended(a blend of grain & malt whiskies),
bourbon(at least 51% corn and barley + rye/wheat
aged in white oak casks for min 4 years) , rye(at
least 51% rye aged in oak casks for min 2 years) and
more... this info is far from comprehensive as the
process and rules are constantly evolving. This is
proven by the number of places that have jumped on
the bandwagon and actually produce great whisky:
The Czech Republic, India, France, New Zealand,
Sweden, Taiwan & Tasmania.

“Whisky making is an act of cooperation
between the blessings of nature and the wisdom of man”

T

he word addict is sometimes defi ned as
someone who is obsessed with something
or can’t stop indulging, but what if that
obsession were eating healthily, helping people or
just being interested in things they like - would we
call it an addiction? I opened up a bar on Pontocho
Alley in Kyoto two years ago and pathetically started
with only about 8 bottles of spirits and 2 options for
beer. Some things have changed and some haven’t;
my weekend consumption of alcohol has decreased ;)
I’m still not the biggest fan of beer ;< but I now have
over a hundred different varieties of alcohol thus
fortuitously, have discovered the beauty of Japanese
Whisky, not to the point where I’ve become an addict,
but more of an enthusiast, IMHO.
The quote and title above is from Masataka
Taketsuru, known as the father of Japanese Whisky.
He was educated in saké brewing in high school by
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his father in the hopes that he would succeed the
family business but, fortunately, became infatuated
with scotch and departed for Scotland in 1918 to
study the whisky distillation process. He moved back
to Japan in 1920 after plans of starting a distillery in
Scotland fell through due to a recession after World
War I. Owing to his chemical background from his
studies at the University of Glasgow, he was able to
fi nd work as a high school chemistry teacher but, in
1923, was recruited and became the master distiller
at KOTOBUKIYA, a company in search of a whisky
specialist to help build a distillery in Japan. This
marriage commenced well, the domestic distillery
was erected, the fi rst Japanese whisky was born and
the company later changed its name to “Suntory.”
Feeling slightly limited as an employee, he decided
to open his own distillery in 1934 to perfect his
methods. He created “Dai Nippon Kaju” in Yoichi,
Hokkaido, on the North Island of Japan, producing

apple juice whilst perfecting his whisky. He selected
this location for its crisp air and the right amount
of humidity - similar to the climatic qualities of
Scotland. In 1940, his fi rst whisky was released, its
name deriving from “NIppon KAju,” the company
name, which ultimately became the same name as
his creation, Nikka Whisky.
The whisky trend has continued and Japan currently
has about 9 active whisky distilleries, but seriously,
do they actually compare with authentic Scotch
Whiskies? That is for you to decide, but according
to many Whisky awards and magazines, they do!
Japanese whisky was entirely domestic until 2000 but
this changed when “Nikka’s 10yo Yoichi” single malt
was awarded “Best of the best” by Whisky Magazine,
in 2001. Many a whisky, since then, have proven
themselves worthy but the one that took the world
aback was the Yamazaki single malt Sherry cask in

Most importantly, imbibing ;) First of all, obtain a
bottle of the water of life, as that is what whisky was,
once upon a time called in Scottish and Irish. Pour
yourself an ounce or so and sniff the aroma as you
let it breathe for a minute or two, as it is inert in
the bottle. Next, tasting ... take a small amount in
your mouth and let it sit on your tongue for a few
seconds, swirl it around your mouth while aerating
slightly and fi nally, swallow and see how it fi nishes.
Some professionals like to add a few drops of water
to release the complicated flavors hidden in the
whisky. Then, follow the above procedure again
and again and .... Now, one of the things I don’t like
to do is give advice regarding tasting but here it
is –whisky is an acquired taste but once acquired
– booyah, so give it a chance or three – you’ll be
thanking me soon enough!
So, when in Kyoto, whether you’re in a nice hotel
bar, in the Gion or Pontocho areas or anywhere that
tickles your fancy, there are many watering holes to
choose from so why not give some Japanese Whisky
a try – so many kinds – so many flavors – so many
possibilities. To summarize, in the past two years,
my whisky knowledge has grown a thousand fold
and what I now know is that, I barely know anything
regarding whisky, but am so looking forward to my
path of continuous education ;)

Shaheed Rupani
Arriving in Kyoto almost 2 decades ago
from Canada, Shaheed Rupani is still
fascinated with Kyoto’s culture, food
and nightlife. Join us every issue as he
shares his experiences with us.
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POINT-AND-TALK CHART

PLEASE RESPECT
THE MAIKOS’
PRIVACY

TRAVEL / TRANSPORT
Where does this bus (train) go?

このバス（電車）はどこへ行きますか？

Where can I buy a ticket?

切符売り場はどこですか？

Where am I now?

今いる場所はどこですか？

How do I get to _ ?

̲ まで行くにはどうすれば良いですか？

Kono bus (densya) wa dokoe ikimasuka?

Maikos walking down kagai (geisha district) are in the middle of
their work. Shouting after them
and taking photos like paparazzi
is rude. Please don’t hold them up.

SHOES OFF
ON TATAMI

EAT UP!

To the Japanese the straw tatami
mat is a symbol of the traditional
Japanese tearoom and conveys
the image of cleanliness. When
entering a Japanese-style room,
please wear socks or stockings.

Finishing everything on your
plate is a sign of respect for the
food but also shows appreciation
for the person who prepared it.
Only order as much as you can
actually eat.

MANNERS

THROW YOUR
RUBBISH IN THE BIN
OR BRING IT HOME

Kippu uriba wa doko desuka?

Ima iru basyo wa doko desuka?

̲

made iku niwa dousureba iidesuka?

SHOPPING
May I try this on?

試着してもいいですか？

How much is this?

いくらですか？

Can I use a credit card?

クレジットカードは使えますか？

May I have a receipt?

領収書をください。

LAST MINUTE
RESTAURANT
CANCELLATIONS

Shichaku shitemo iidesuka?

Ikura desuka?

When booking a table, the restaurant not only reserves seats but
also carefully prepares a series
of ingredients and fresh produce
in advance. Please don’t put this
effort to waste. You might be
charged a cancellation fee.

Credit card wa tsukae masuka?

Ryoshusho o kudasai.

RESTAURANT
May I please see a menu?

メニューを見せてください。

What do you recommend?

おすすめの料理は何ですか？

I have _ allergy.

̲ アレルギーです。

Please bring the check.

お会計をお願いします。

Menu o misete kudasai.

Osusume no ryori wa nandesuka?

̲

Okaikei o onegai shimasu.

Pork

Lamb

Chicken

Fish

Wheat

Egg

Milk

牛肉

豚肉

羊肉

鶏肉

魚

小麦

卵

牛乳

Butaniku

Ramuniku

Toriniku

Sakana

Komugi

Tamago

Gyūnyū

Get fluent in KYO-KOTOBA (Kyoto dialect)!

O-kini おおきに
Okibariyasu おきばりやす
Gottsuohan ごっつおはん
Kannin かんにん
Sainara さいなら

To truly enjoy your holiday abroad,
it is important to familiarize yourself with some of the country’s basic
customs. This is particularly true for
Kyoto, a city that welcomes a great
number of foreign tourists every
year. It is important to respect the
local laws and customs to ensure that
everyone can enjoy a trouble free and
pleasant stay. Please take note of the
signs posted in shrines and temples so
as to avoid doing or saying anything
that may be considered offensive.
If you are unsure of something, a
friendly English speaking staff member is never too far away.

It is a custom in Japan to keep
public spaces as beautiful as
possible. Hence, the etiquette is
to bring all your rubbish home
with you. You may of course use
any public bins you come across
or ask a shop owner if you may
make use of their bin.

arerugi desu.

Beef
Gyūniku

IN KYOTO

QUEUE-JUMPING
IS AN ABSOLUTE
NO-GO!

SMOKING IS
PROHIBITED
ON THE STREET

RED STOP!
RESPECT THE
TRAFFIC LIGHTS

Whether it is to pay respects at
the local shrine or entering a
shop, Japanese people will always
wait in line. If you arrive after
someone, make sure to join the
end of the queue, even if you are
in a hurry.

Smoking on the street is
extremely dangerous. Embers
may inadvertently cause injury
to people nearby or burn their
clothing. Smoke from cigarettes
may also affect the health of
people near you. Smoking is
prohibited on the streets of Kyoto.

In order to prevent any accidents,
do not cross the street anywhere
else than on a zebra-crossing. It is
also forbidden to begin crossing
when the green light is fl ashing
and about to turn red.

“Thank you”/arigato. Use it to express your gratitude.
“Don’t give up”/gambatte kudasai. Words of encouragement are meaningful.
“Thank you for the meal”/gochisosama. It is respectful to be thankful for food.
“I’m sorry”/gomennasai. It is nice to apologize quickly and sincerely.
“Goodbye”/sayonara. Use it to express good wishes when parting.

We hope you enjoy your trip to Kyoto!
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Our website del ivers the secrets to mak i ng your trip to Kyoto even more f un
from the perspective of locals and foreign residents l iv i ng i n Kyoto.
You can f i nd lots of i nformation about Kyoto. Take a look below!

h t t p: // w h y. k y o t o

YOU CAN BOOK RESTAURANTS ONLINE

「 W h y KYOTO?」へ の広告 の申 込 み・御 見 積りのご依 頼 はこちらから。 お 気 軽 にお 問 合 わせくだ さい 。
ご連絡先

075-255-7263（株式会社リーフ・パブリケーションズ）

媒体資料

http://why.kyoto/jp/advertising

